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2. Prints routers 
from routing slip 

template or 
software; completes 

top part of router 
with demos, as 

needed

1. Reviews schedule in 
pedo system for next 

day/week

4. Makes sure 
treatment plan or 
clearance letter is 
signed, as needed

6. Ready for clinic

8. Verifies insurance 
using tool integrated 

with pedo system

3. Reviews chart; 
notes outstanding 

tx, last hygiene 
(fluoride/images), 

recent recs, med hx 
on router or in 

system

7. Reviews schedule 
in pedo system for 

next week

9. Eligibility 
details available 
in pedo system?

10.  Goes to website 
or calls carrier for 

eligibility 

13.Notifies parent of 
ineligibility; obtains 

new plan or adds 
note for self-pay on 

account

No

Yes

16. Ready for clinic

17. Reviews schedule 
in pedo system for 

three days in future

18. System 
integration shows 

confirmed 
appointments on 

schedule

19. Calls all patients/
parents who have 
not yet confirmed

20. Adds pertinent 
note in the 

appointment based 
on response

21. Did parent/
patient confirm?

22. Calls back one 
day before 

appointment to 
confirm and places 

note in appt

No

23. Ready for clinicYes

11. Eligible? Yes

2. In the Coastal SC offices the benefits team will print routers 2-3 days in advance.
3. Recommendations from last visit can include fluoride and radiographs based on caries risk. Also includes cost for anything that will be out of pocket on the router.
3. In the Coastal SC offices the benefits team includes coverage details in the appointment.
7. Usually checks insurance for appointments a week out on the schedule. Can’t verify past the last day of the month, since carriers are set up with coverage dates through the end of the month. 
15. Breakdown should be obtained once/employer.

5. Gives routers to 
front desk 

coordinator

14. Documents 
breakdown details in 
note in pedo system

15. Attaches 
updates to the 

employer plan and 
verifies correct fee 

schedule

No

12. Adds an alert 
that insurance 

cannot be verified


